
Lana Petrov to be Featured on CUTV News
Radio
JACKSON HEIGHTS, NEW YORK, UNITED
STATES, June 4, 2018
/EINPresswire.com/ -- During the
course of our lifetime we are met with
challenges, struggles and unexpected
issues.   We search desperately for
answers to overcome our most difficult
moments.  We ask ourselves what is
our purpose on this planet?  What if
there was a powerful modality that can
help us heal physically, mentally, and
emotionally leaving us enlightened and
joyful?

Lana Petrov is an expert Quantum
Healing Hypnosis practitioner and
owner of Quantum Healing Hypnosis in
New York.

“For most of my life I have been
interested in the metaphysical and
occult knowledge and have searched
for alternative healing modalities,” says
Lana. “I finally found all of it in QHHT
technique. Through Quantum healing
hypnosis the client is first taken on a
journey through past lives and then connects to his/hers subconscious or the Higher Self. When
we go back into our past lives we learn how past lives are affecting our lives today and by
connecting to our subconscious we find all the answers to our present issues and more.”

According to Lana most people have many past lives, because we come to this planet to
experience soul growth, but some of our past lives can affect our present by carrying forward
past trauma. For instance, if you were killed in a past life your body can hold on to that memory
and cause health issue, which could be released through hypnosis.

“With QHHT we can heal not only the body, but our personal struggles,” says Lana.  “Sometimes
we connect to the same people over and over in order to learn a lesson since every life is a
learning experience.  We all are destined to learn compassion and love and once we learn that
we don’t come back anymore to this 3D reality, that is very heavy, we can move to higher
vibrational places.”

Clients seek Lana out for a variety of issues when unanswered questions plaguing their lives.  By
helping them connect to their subconscious mind Lana provide much needed answers.  Through
the efficacy of quantum healing hypnosis Lana can resolve client’s most pressing and urgent
issues such as their health.  The subconscious mind is so powerful it can heal a person in an
instant if the lesson was learned and the healing is appropriate.

http://www.einpresswire.com


“I connect to their subconscious mind and it contains all the answers,” says Lana.  “It’s very loving
and genuinely eager to help. The subconscious teaches us through our intuition and by listening
to our intuition we follow our ultimate purpose.”

During hypnosis people sometimes connect to the white light of God a healing light that is
restorative, soothing and uplifting and helps us conquer our fears and release blockages.

“If we practice being grateful every day for what we have we will create a beautiful reality for
ourselves,” says Lana.  We should all be focused on bringing light to our chaotic planet that
needs to be healed and it starts by bringing light to ourselves.  What we are doing now is not
sustainable and thankfully the new generation are more loving and caring and is looking for a
ways to heal the planet and themselves.”

CUTV news will feature Lana Petrov in an interview with Jim Masters Tuesday June 5th at 12 p.m.
EST.

Listen to the show on BlogTalkRadio.

If you have any questions for our guest please call (347) 996-3389

For more information on Lana Petrov please visit: www.healinghypnosisny.com
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